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WRc JOINS THE RSK GROUP

W

ater Research Centre Ltd (WRc), an independent centre of
excellence for innovation and growth, and its subsidiary
Cognica are delighted to announce RSK Group Ltd, a leading
integrated environmental, engineering and technical services
business, has recently announced the acquisition of WRc. WRc
boasts more than 90 years of delivering leading, technical
research and innovation services to the global water, waste
management and energy sectors. Cognica is a leading provider of
intelligent information management solutions and services to the
construction and estate management markets. The businesses are
based in Swindon, UK, and are RSK’s seventh and eighth
acquisitions of 2020.
WRc’s 170 employees bring a shared purpose of discovering
and delivering new and exciting solutions that enable its clients to meet the challenges of the future.
These clients include regulators, water and gas utility companies, governmental organisations, nongovernmental organisations, trade organisations, industrial manufacturers and waste management
companies.
Its services include leakage detection; water management; wastewater management; flooding and
sewers; environmental modelling; innovation and management consulting; asset management;
UKAS-accredited physical testing and validation facilities and services; policy and regulation;
UKAS-approved laboratory services; infrastructure assessment services; building information
services; and waste-to-resource consulting services. WRc is also the home of The National Centre
for Environmental Toxicology, an expert team of scientists and toxicologists offering a toxicologyon-demand subscription service for its clients.
WRc is currently designing the technical engineering work architecture for the water company that
will service the NEOM
futuristic desert city project
in Saudi Arabia. It has also
recently developed a water
quality
sampling
and
monitoring programme for
Sharjah Electricity and
Water Authority in the
UAE; and is providing
water sector specialist
expertise
for
the
Department
for
International Trade in the
UK. In addition, working
with Water UK, WRc has
developed and is delivering
the worlds’ first standard
for flushable products, Fine
to Flush, to protect UK
sewers and water bodies.
Furthermore, it is working
with its partners to deliver
the Hydro Nation water
innovation service, which is
helping to drive the uptake
of innovative technologies
in Scotland.
“This
is a unique
acquisition for RSK that
brings
together
an
exceptional brand that is
renowned for independent
thinking and delivery to
create an ability to address
global issues including
climate
change,
green
growth and water and
sanitation services through
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applied engineering excellence,” said RSK CEO and Founder Alan Ryder. “WRc’s tagline,
‘Innovation through collaboration’, highlights two of our shared values, so we are delighted to
welcome both WRc and its subsidiary Cognica to RSK.”
WRc and Cognica will continue to be led by WRc Chief Executive Officer Mark Smith and will
become part of RSK’s agriculture, land and property management division.
“Both WRc and RSK offer world-class engineering and technical services to solve clients’
problems. Both companies employ top-class and passionate people who care about the
environment,” Mark said. “RSK’s environmental, scientific and engineering capabilities and global
presence combined with WRc’s leading, independent thinking will enable both companies to deliver
ever improving and more sustainable solutions to our clients while promoting the circular economy
in everything we do.”
Agriculture, Land and Property Management Divisional Director Ian Strudwick commented: “I am
absolutely delighted to welcome WRc into the RSK group and look forward to working with Mark
and his dedicated team. WRc is an iconic brand with an incredible heritage in the water industry and
a track record of projects and experience envied across the sector. It is a highly regarded business.
WRc carries many synergies with RSK that we look forward to exploring and making the most of.
Our plan is to help WRc to grow in the UK and to extend its global footprint, particularly in areas
such as Africa and the Middle East where RSK already has a strong foothold in other sectors. I am
sure there is going to be a very exciting year ahead.” Website: www.wrcplc.co.uk

TUNNELS PART OF £27 BILLION ROADS INVESTMENT

H

ighways England recently unveiled the details of plans for £27.4 billion investment in the
strategic road network across the country that will deliver £14 billion of projects improving the
quality, capacity and safety of the motorways and major ‘A’ roads that have helped keep the country
going during the Covid-19 pandemic. There will also be almost £11 billion for improving every day
journeys by repairing and replacing parts of the network, largely built in the 1960s and 70s.
Highways England Chief Executive Jim O’Sullivan said: “Our network is a vital part of
everyone’s life. It has served the country well during the pandemic, keeping supermarket shelves
stocked and enabling key workers to get where they need to be. Over the next five years we will
increase capacity where it is most needed and continue to upgrade more of the network which has
suffered from decades of under-investment. We now have a strong track record of delivering new
schemes and operating the network for the benefit of our customers and the communities we serve.
The plan we’re launching today will protect and create jobs to aid the nation’s recovery, and make
journeys faster and more reliable for freight and road users.”
Included in the investment will be flagship projects that will take forward plans to connect key
parts of the country, including:

A new road and tunnel under the
Thames between Essex and Kent,
adding capacity and speeding up
journeys between the Channel ports
and the rest of the country, which will
improve access to jobs, housing,
leisure and retail facilities on both
sides of the river

Improving the major direct route
between the South East and South
West including a tunnel near the
Stonehenge World Heritage Site
It will deliver a series of major upgrades,
such as improving: access to the Port of
Liverpool; capacity on the A19 in Sunderland
supporting local plans for an international
advanced manufacturing park; journey times on
the A38 with a scheme for the Derby junctions
in the Midlands while providing extra facilities
for walkers and cyclists; and the A12 in the
East, aligning with local authority development
plans. The investment is laying the foundations
for connected vehicles, digital traffic
management
and
enabling
two-way
communications
between
roadside
infrastructure and in-car devices that will
revolutionise inter-modal transportation and
personal and commercial mobility.
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LONGEST SEA OUTFALL IN THE MIDDLE EAST BY
PIPE JACKING COMMENCES

T

he Joseph Gallagher Group, in partnership
with Al Hassanain BSC, is pleased to
announce they are commencing the longest sea
outfall in the Middle East to be installed using
pipe jacking.
Herrenknecht
is providing the AVN
microtunnelling machine to undertake this
challenging project, which forms part of a
US$1.6 billion PPP project to improve the Umm
Al Hayman Wastewater Treatment Plant in the
Ahmedi area of Kuwait. Lead by WTE
Wassertechnik, the project value is estimated at The Outfall Pipe Jack Contract signing
US$55.2 million with a duration of 22 months ceremony.
and the length of the pipe jacked section 1,950 m.
The contract was signed in the presence of Her Majesties Ambassador Michael Davenport MBE
and His Excellency Ambassador of Germany Stefan Möbs back in November 2019 with financial
closure completed in July 2020 allowing for the project to start in August 2020. Website:
www.josephgallagher.co.uk

NUMA NAMES INTERNATIONAL SALES MANAGER

N

uma, one of the world’s leading drilling technology providers, recently announced the addition
of Phil Dixon as International Sales Manager. Phil is based in England and will be responsible
for managing existing accounts as well as business development of new customers and dealers in
Europe, Middle East, and Africa. He will report to Neal Kuszewski, VP of Sales, and work closely
with Chris Beare to grow business for Numa in the region.
Phil brings to Numa a diverse background spanning sales, technical, operational, service delivery,
and business development disciplines. He has a wealth of knowledge and is widely regarded as a
rock drilling product expert having previously held sales and product management roles in the
industry. Phil holds a Master Degree in Chemical Engineering from Nottingham University.
“We are delighted to add a rock drilling expert like Phil to the Numa team.” said Numa VP of
Sales Neal Kuszewski. “Phil is extremely knowledgeable and his customer focused approach to
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sales reflects Numa’s philosophy of providing customized Phil Dixon.
solutions for individual needs."
In his role with Numa, Phil will work directly with drillers to assist them
with choosing the best products for the job or developing customised
solutions for difficult projects where specialised tooling is required. He
stands ready to provide the insight and know-how to get the job done and
support drillers before, during, and after their projects.
Upon joining Numa, Phil commented: “I am delighted to join an industry
leader like Numa. Having tracked the company as a competitor for almost
10 years, I have always been impressed by the quality of its people and
products. I am proud to be part of a company focused on providing its
customers with dependable product performance and exceptional personal
service." Website: www.numahammers.com

CALL FOR WATER PROFESSIONALS TO JOIN
CRISIS RESPONSE REGISTER

A

new centrally held register of water professionals who
can contribute to disaster efforts has been launched by the
Water Action Platform. The Crisis Response Register has been
set up initially as a response to the explosion that occurred in
the port of Beirut, Lebanon on 4 August, 2020 and is intended
to be a permanent record.
Dr Piers Clark, chairman of Isle Utilities, which hosts the
Water Action Platform said: “We are launching the Crisis
Response Register for water professionals who feel they may
have something they could contribute, be it for Beirut or any
future disasters. Whether you work within a water utility Delivering water and sanitation
directly, or are part of the supply chain, contractor, consultant, services for the 300,000 made
homeless by the explosion in
tech company, your input, and perhaps that of your
the Port of Beirut will be very
organisation, could makes a difference.”
challenging.
The explosion was linked to inappropriate storage of 2,750
tonnes of ammonium nitrate and more than 200 people died and 7,000 injured in the blast. In
addition, 300,000 have been made homeless and up to US$15 billion of damage caused.
Dr Clark explained: “My thoughts turned to the water and sanitation challenges that this accident
has created in a country which already had unsatisfactory infrastructure. For thousands of families
the coming winter is going to be incredibly tough.
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“Ensuring that there is no cholera outbreak and protecting them from Covid-19 are going to be
particular challenges.”
Clark said that over 72 hours he spoke to multiple organisations and relief agencies, thinking that
there would be a register of global water professionals who could be called upon in times of crisis,
but time and again was told that no such register existed. “In fact, I was told, if such a thing did exist
it would be hugely valuable.” he revealed. “There are many excellent, highly capable and wellequipped organisations and charities who are working hard to address the immediate needs.” said
Clark. “What we are creating here is a register of water professionals who can be called up
to support these organisations. I am sure I am not alone in wanting to apply my professional
knowledge to help and I urge anyone who feels the same way to register today.”
Industry professionals wishing to join the Crisis Response Register can watch Dr Clark’s personal
appeal and register at: https://www.wateractionplatform.com/crisis-response-register
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S1E STRENGTHENS SERVICE SUPPORT

T

he team at Source One Environmental (S1E) has been
expanded to include a new Service Engineer. Richard
Sparham was welcomed into the role during August and is
already engaged in service and maintenance of customer and
company tools and equipment.
“We continue to expand the portfolio of products that we
offer, particularly with products that have mechanical and
electrical elements such as the Picote miller range and IST
lining equipment.” explained S1E MD Glenn Cartledge.
“Customers can call on Richard and the S1E Team to maintain
this equipment in top condition. Richard will carry out
servicing and maintenance of customer equipment and Richard Sparham.
routinely maintain our fleet of hire equipment, so that it is
always ready for use. He adds considerable experience and expertise to our team and will hugely
contribute to the service we offer our customers”.
Richard will begin his role by visiting the key manufacturers whose products S1E distribute,
undergoing training and establishing technical contacts. S1E distributes Picote products and is an
Approved Picote Service Centre. The company also distributes cameras and lining equipment.
Website: www.s1e.co.uk

REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT
FOR VORTEX COMPANIES
QUADEX LINING SYSTEM®

I

ndustry leading trenchless infrastructure
solutions provider, the Vortex Companies,
has promoted B.J. Kerstiens to Regional Vice
President of the Quadex Lining System
division (QLS). His main responsibilities will
be managing the overall business from the
QLS perspective, supporting the sales team and
estimating to project coordination, scheduling
and licensee support.
“Anytime we can promote within is a big win
for us. It is a testament to the success of our
culture and career development initiatives.”
said
Michael
Vellano, CEO of
the
Vortex
Companies. “B.J.’s
prior
experience
and
leadership
qualities fit well
with our long-term
objectives for the
QLS division.”
“I am looking
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forward to the challenge.”" said Kerstiens. “The QLS division is a fast-growing part of our business.
I am excited about the challenge as I take on this new role within the company.” Kerstiens is ready
to increase opportunities for Vortex and help the company grow. “My goal is to help take the
division to the next level. Large diameter pipe relining is so much more cost-effective than pipe
replacement, as it becomes more accepted it is critical for QLS to continue to lead the industry in
both installation efficiency and product performance.”
Kerstiens has over 17 years of experience in construction and 12 years of experience in the
trenchless infrastructure repair and maintenance industry to guide him through. He is a former
Marine and Middle Tennessee State University alumnus with a Bachelor of Science in Concrete
Industry Management. Kerstiens will be supporting QLS crews across the U.S. but is based in
Tennessee with his wife and children. Website: www.vortexcompanies.com
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SVI RE-ACCREDITED WITH INVESTORS IN PEOPLE STANDARD

S

teve Vick International (SVI) is delighted to
have been re-awarded the We Invest In
People, standard accreditation, by Investors in
People.
The Investors In People accreditation helps
companies, leaders and employees work together
to create better and more productive work places.
SVI, a family owned business which started in
1981, has over 70 staff in five locations. The company provides innovative engineering techniques
for the gas, water and nuclear industries which help to minimise excavations and reduce
environmental impact. At the core of SVI are the staff and, as a company, high performance through
good people management is strongly encouraged.
Paul Devoy, CEO of Investors in People, said: “We would like to congratulate Steve Vick
International. Being accredited with We Invest In People is a remarkable effort for any organisation,
and places Steve Vick International in fine company with a host of organisations that understand the
value of people.”
Commenting on the award, Crock Harrison, Managing Director at Steve Vick International said:
“At SVI we believe that our people are our most important asset. The very success of the company
depends on the people we employ. We trust in them to deliver the very best customer experience
and design and build the most innovative and reliable products. It is therefore important to us to be
able to provide them with the support, leadership, management and facilities they require to do their
job well and be happy within their workplace. Investors in People offers a great benchmark to for us
to work towards and we are delighted to have been re-awarded this accreditation against this year’s
high standards.” Website: www.stevevick.com
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COMBINING FORCES IN CHINA

N

ordiTube Technologies SE, a no-dig technology provider, is
entering the Chinese market with its products and
embarking on a strategic partnership with 5ELEM.
5ELEM, located in Jiangsu, China, is one of the leading
manufacturers of high quality woven jacket hoses and rubber
covered hoses for wide applications such as firefighting,
irrigation, mining, marine, petrochemical, water discharging,
manure transfer, fertilising and shale gas exploration, as well as
the leading company in China for flexible relining systems. The
Chinese company’s strength in producing high quality woven
hoses for more than 30 years was decisive for NordiTube to enter
this cooperation. This enables NordiTube to step into the Chinese NORDIFLOW - CIPP Liner
market with a strong partner to build up a production for for presser pipes.
trenchless pipe rehabilitation systems in China together.
NordiTube Technologies has already established a position as the leading technology provider for
trenchless pipe rehabilitation systems, especially for pressure applications like potable water and gas
and has been producing CIPP liners for more than 30 years with its own production sites in Belgium
and Spain. NordiTube’s longstanding experience in producing CIPP liners and spiral-wound PVC
pipes is an optimal prerequisite for this expansion.
Thanks to the partnership, 5ELEM and NordiTube are able to offer leading expertise in no-dig
technology production with local know-how and local service in China. NordiTube contributes its
leading expertise in innovative technologies, comprehensive know-how and proven systems while
5ELEM contributes its understanding of the local market and hi-tech infrastructure for the
production. The two companies will be supported by NordiTube’s holding company RTi
International, Austria, a leading rehabilitation service provider with international references and
partners.
“We are very happy to announce the cooperation with 5ELEM, that represents an excellent
opportunity for us to expand production capacity for NordiTube’s technologies worldwide. The
additional production facilities will be a perfect complement to our global representation. ” Jan
Luksch, Managing Director of NordiTube Technologies SE, proudly announced.
As a first step, 5ELEM and NordiTube will concentrate on entering the Chinese market with CIPP
liners for drinking water and gas pipes as well as pipes with big dimensions of up to DN 3000 mm.
NordiTube expect strong growth for CIPP and Spiral Wound Technology in the coming years as a
result of the gaining importance of no-dig pipe rehabilitation in China.
The master license for the Chinese market, effective 1st of July 2020, is the beginning of the
strategic partnership between 5ELEM and NordiTube. Website: www.norditube.com
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PIPE JACKING, MICROTUNNELLING,
TUNNELLING & AUGER BORING

For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here

MCCONNELL DOWELL RECORD

M

cConnell Dowell recently announced
that it had set a new Direct Pipe®
world record, for the longest single drive by
a microtunnel boring machine (MTBM) on
Watercare’s Snells Algies wastewater pipe
and outfall project.
The project team and ‘Piper’ the MTBM
set a record of 2,021 metres at 3:45 pm on 28
July 2020, surpassing the previous New
Zealand record by 92 m. ‘Piper’ was adeptly
named by students from Snells Beach
School, they provided their handprints to
decorate the machine with the intent to ‘help
her on her journey’.
As well as the record distance, the closed- The project team and ‘Piper’ the MTBM on the
faced Herrenknecht machine bored through Snells Algies wastewater pipe and outfall project.
challenging geological conditions, a curved
alignment, and was considered an ‘essential’ project during the COVID-19 lockdown making the
achievement even more remarkable.
“This record achievement demonstrates the depth of skill and experience we have in our tunnelling
teams, as well as our dedication to working through challenges to deliver another world class project
for our customer.” said McConnell Dowell Project Manager Brent Whiting
The project is split into three distinct operations involving a trenched dig and lay section, a Direct
Pipe® drive, and marine dredging for the final marine pipeline.
Over 4 km of DN630 HDPE pipe has been laid through traditional trenched dig and lay, primarily
along public roads and the design incorporated six air valves and seven scour valve chambers.
The outfall section consists of 2,021 m of trenchless installation of a 1,220 mm o.d. steel pipe
which is linked to the seabed section of 258 m of DN 335 HDPE pipeline.
Upon breakthrough, the MTBM was driven into a pre-dredged trench off the coast at Martins Bay.
The machine will be separated from the main steel pipe and lifted to the surface using an in-house
designed pontoon that will also be used to transport the MTBM to a local harbour where it will be
lifted out using a straddle carrier.
This is the first phase of Watercare’s three-stage scheme to supply the Warkworth, Snells Beach
and Algies Bay communities with reliable wastewater services to cater for population growth. The
scheme will improve water quality in the Mahurangi Harbour and deliver an upgraded wastewater
system. Website: www.mcconnelldowell.com

FIRST MILESTONE ACHIEVED ON THE BRENNER BASE TUNNEL
MEGA PROJECT

A

first major step has been taken in the construction of the world’s longest underground rail link
with a length of two-times 64 km in total. On Monday, July 6, 2020, with the completion of the
16.7 km long exploratory tunnel, proud tunnellers at the Brenner Base Tunnel celebrated the first
decisive breakthrough of a Herrenknecht tunnel boring machine. A key structure for sustainable
trans-European freight and passenger transport is being built on the north-south axis from Helsinki
to Valletta.
At 8:27 a.m. early Monday morning, July 6, 2020, precise and confident, internationally
experienced miners cracked the last centimetres of rock with their tunnel boring machine. With the
precision targeted breakthrough into the cavern on the Austrian side of the new Brenner tunnel, the
first main breakthrough was achieved with a Herrenknecht tunnel boring machine (TBM). A
ground-breaking signal for what is currently the largest European railway infrastructure project and
an emotional high point for the hard-working tunnel builders, engineers and project managers on
this day: “We reached our target with pinpoint accuracy.” said Anton Ertl, overall site manager of
the construction phase, visibly moved.
The ARGE Tulfes-Pfons (ATP) construction consortium, consisting of Austria’s STRABAG AG
and Italian contractor ‘webuild’ (formerly Salini-Impregilo), and the Gripper TBM manufactured in
Schwanau completed an unusual hard rock mission. They are pioneers in the production of a
superlative railway infrastructure. From October 2015, the tunnel boring specialists steadfastly
drove hard rock machine ‘Günther’ (diameter 7,910 mm) some 16.7 km from north to south under
up to 1,300 m of alpine rock toward the target. The TBM’s name is borrowed from Tyrolean
Governor Günther Platter. The machine is one of a total of six tunnel boring machines that
international construction joint ventures have so far ordered from Herrenknecht AG in Schwanau,
South Baden, for the new world record project.
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Pat Cox, member of the European
Commission and TEN-T coordinator
for the SCAN-MED Corridor,
congratulated the site crews and the
many other project partners on their
outstanding performance saying: “I
congratulate you on the breakthrough
of the tunnel boring machine, another
important step and milestone for the
Brenner Base Tunnel. After its
completion, the BBT will not only
link Austria with Italy, but will be the
centrepiece of the ScandinavianMediterranean
Corridor,
which
extends from Finland to Malta.”
The Brenner Base Tunnel is the
The first milestone holing is achieved on the
longest underground rail link in the
Brenner Base Tunnel Mega Project.
world crossing beneath the Alps
between Innsbruck in Austria and Franzensfeste (Fortezza) in Italy, a particularly efficient flat rail
route, that is, without any notable energy-consuming gradients. Leonore Gewessler, Austrian
Federal Minister of Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology,
explained the ecological benefits of the project:
“Currently, 72% of goods are transported by truck. This results in 2.5 million truck journeys a year
over the Brenner Pass. So the Brenner Base Tunnel means a shift from truck to rail. This is not just
good news for the climate, with significant CO2 reductions, but also for the people of Tyrol, and
with the Brenner Base Tunnel we will be able to increase the number of freight trains from 66 to
225 per day.”
Dr.-Ing. E.h. Martin Herrenknecht, founder and Chairman of the Board of Management of
Herrenknecht AG, added: “At 61 m and 40 mm in just 24 hours with a modern Gripper TBM, in
May 2020 the tunnellers at the Brenner Base Tunnel were able to set a new record in hard rock
tunnelling. We very much appreciate the trust our customers and the client place in our
Herrenknecht technology. We are proud to be part of the next record-setting structure in the Alps
after the Gotthard Base Tunnel.”
Project features of the Brenner Base Tunnel exploratory tunnel mean that findings from driving
the exploratory tunnel will benefit the subsequent advance of the main tubes which run 12 m above
the exploratory tunnel with an inner diameter of 8.1 m with the exploratory tunnel later serving as a
drainage and service tunnel. DCRM (Disc Cutter Rotation Monitoring), the system developed by
Herrenknecht for monitoring the rotational movement and temperature of the disc cutters, also
allows optimisation of tool maintenance intervals.
For the Italian lot of the exploratory tunnel (south axis), Herrenknecht supplied a Double Shield
TBM of diameter 6,800 mm, specialised in rapid tunnelling in stable rock. By July 2020, it had
bored 9 of a total of 14 km from south to north. The customer here is BTC S.c.a.r.l. consisting of the
companies Astaldi S.p.A., Ghella S.p.A., P.A.C. S.p.A. and Cogeis S.p.A.
Since May 2019, the Italian sections of the main tubes have been bored by two Herrenknecht
Double Shield TBMs of diameter 10,650 mm, also under the direction of BTC S.c.a.r.l. These two
machines had already covered 4.3 and 4.7 km respectively by July 2020. Two Herrenknecht Single
Shield TBMs with diameter 10,340 mm are planned for the main tubes on the Austrian side. Here
the ARGE H51 Pfons-Brenner joint venture (PORR Bau GmbH – Tunnelbau, G. HINTEREGGER
& SÖHNE Baugesellschaft m.b.H., ITINERA S.p.A., Società Italiana per Condotte d´Acqua S.p.A.)
is responsible for the tunnelling. Tenders for additional mechanised machine drives are currently in
preparation.
The Herrenknecht Group has also supplied the large-scale Brenner Base Tunnel project with a belt
conveyor system for the transport of excavated rock. Bochum-based H+E GmbH designed and
manufactured a system consisting of 37 belt conveyors and four spreaders with a total length of over
60 km. The entire system is controlled from a central control panel.
Additionally, Euroform S.r.l. is supplying formwork for the lining of machine-driven or
conventionally advanced tunnels. For the Mauls lot, the SDS production and logistics management
system for segment production comes from VMT GmbH. VMT supplied the TUnIS navigation
systems for all six tunnel boring machines ordered to date. For the Gripper TBM the newly
developed TUnIS.mobile app was utilised for operating the navigation system from outside the
control cabin. Website: www.herrenknecht.com
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BREAKTHROUGH IN TURKEY’S HARDEST ROCK
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Breakthrough on the arduous Bahçe-Nurdaği High-Speed Railway Tunnel.
On 24 July, 2020, a jubilant ceremony marked a milestone for southern Turkey’s arduous
Bahçe-Nurdaği High-Speed Railway Tunnel. The first TBM-driven portion of tunnelling using an
8.0 m (26.2 ft) diameter Robbins Single Shield machine was completed. The 8.9 km (5.5 mile) long
TBM tunnel was no easy bore, as it was excavated through some of the hardest and most abrasive
rock ever encountered in the country.
“We are proud of the TBM crew who acted rapidly and were well organised to overcome the
challenging ground conditions with a unique Single Shield TBM for the completion of the first tube
of the Bahçe-Nurdağı Railway Project.” said Deniz Sahin, TBM Chief for contractor Intekar Yapi
A.Ş. Ground conditions during tunnelling ranged from abrasive, interbedded sandstone and
mudstone with quartzite veins to highly weathered shale and dolomitic limestone. The TBM
encountered rock measuring between 136 and 327 MPa (19,700 to 47,400 psi) UCS. Water ingress
with fines was expected in fault lines and shear zones affected by the East Anatolian Fault. “The
TBM became stuck in three different fault zones, which we got through by building bypass tunnels.
In smaller fault zones, we encountered excessive material flow and the TBM had to be stopped,
whilst the ground was stabilised with chemical injections while we cleaned the cutterhead.” said
Sahin. Water inflows of 10 l/sec on average were removed using a dewatering system.
The majority of tunnelling, said Sahin, was in metasandstone with quartz, with an average of 220
MPa (31,900 psi) UCS and a Cerchar abrasion value of 3.87. In such regions, the TBM’s 19 in (482
mm) back-loading disc cutters had to be changed frequently and there was high vibration. Despite
the challenges, Sahin was impressed by the machine’s overall capacity saying: “The Robbins Single
Shield TBM’s motor power, hydraulic power and cutterhead torque were quite strong. The
secondary ventilation and air suction systems inside the TBM were powerful. The connections
between the gantries, scaffolding systems, walkways and working areas were good.”
The TBM ultimately achieved up to 456 m (1,500 ft) per month, a result achieved with the help of
a Robbins continuous conveyor system for muck removal. “The electric motor and gearbox capacity
of the conveyor system was quite enough for a 10 km (6.2 mile) tunnel and we had no failure on
them. The conveyor performed well even under excess material and the whole system was quite
robust,” said Sahin.
The owner, Turkish State Railways Directorate (TCDD), is aiming to overhaul the railway
connection in south eastern Turkey by providing a shorter, faster route in one of the country’s
busiest railway corridors. The new rail line between the towns of Bahçe and Nurdağı includes two
parallel 9.8 km (6.1 mile) tunnels being excavated by both NATM (850 m/0.5 mile) and TBM (8.9
km/5.5 mile). Website: www.robbinstbm.com
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CONNECTING THE UTILITIES AT A BOWLING GREEN
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The Impact Utilities highly compact GRUNDODRILL 4X drilling rig enroute to the bowling
green job.

W

hat do you do when you have an immaculate bowling green, used frequently by the bowls
club, but it needs a water pipe, electric duct and a sewage pipe laying right across the centre
of the well-tended lawn?
You turn to a trenchless technology supplier that ensures a swift underground installation off all
the necessary pipes that does not disrupt a single blade of grass, that is what you do.
This was the scenario that TRACTO-TECHNIK UK customer, Impact Utilities, was faced with
when a private customer from Essex called to discuss a utilities job. With exceptionally limited
access, the customer believed it was going to be impossible for a machine to do the work and the
idea of digging a trench right across the green was also unthinkable.
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Sam McKay of Chelmsford-based trenchless specialist,
Impact Utilities, surveyed the site and proposed the solution of
the highly compact GRUNDODRILL 4X drilling rig which,
thanks to small overall dimensions, was a viable option in the
confined space.
Setting aside two days to complete the work, the team was
actually able to complete the job in half a day, with two 100 m
drills complete before 11a.m. With easy ground conditions and
a highly productive drilling rig, the team opened an entry pit at
one end of the green and guided the drill through the ground at
a suitable depth to a connection point on the other side of the
green. The team leader then attached the reaming head and the
electricity ducting and pumped drainage pipe before pulling
back these two services into position. The team then repeated
this process with the water supply and had completed the task
by mid-morning. The services were required for a new
building being constructed on site that required electricity and
drainage for kitchen and toilet facilities.
All grounds were completely reinstated prior to leaving site; The launch site for the drill rig
ensuring a very happy customer that was able to carry on with on one side of the bowling
all the activities at the club thanks to a job efficiently done.
green. Inset: the pilot bore
Sam, who is Operations Manager at the highly regarded arrives at the reception pit right
No-Dig contractor, said the GRUNDODRILL 4X machine is on target.
what made the difference: “It is a fantastic product that enables
us to undertake these smaller jobs with little disruption to the environment or the local area. We can
provide an exceptionally cost-effective service because we do not need to charge mobilisation fees
that are required for large rigs. The 4X fits neatly onto a 3.5 tonne trailer with the mixing unit
mounted inside an Iveco 3.5 t van. This means our comparative overhead is low and we can swiftly
attend site with a minimal operating crew of two people, the rig driver and drill tracker.”
The company has subsequently carried a number of jobs at domestic properties; each with its own
set of restricted access solutions. The GRUNDODRILL 4X has risen to the challenge on each
occasion and helped to minimise disruption at each site. Website: www.tracto-technik.co.uk
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INNOVATIVE SERVICES HELP COMPLETE CRITICAL
CIPP REHABILITATION

H

aving been a loyal customer of RSM for a
number of years, Colus Ltd is an innovative
provider of sewer rehabilitation services to a range of
UK based organisations, water companies, and local
authorities. Colus was recently asked by the main
framework contractor for Severn Trent, Amey PLC, to
rehabilitate a 40 m section of 300 mm diameter pipe.
With the vast amount of technology available and
understanding of the use of CIPP the company knew
this could be carried out successfully. Colus has the
capability to use a variety of different curing
methodologies including hot water, ambient, and
recently with further investment, LED UV.
The Colus team visited site to assess the issues and
found that the job was much more complex than
anticipated. The surface water pipe that required
rehabilitation was suspended over the River Derwent
and was leaking into the river. Both sides of the river
had small, tight manholes with one access point
through a dirt track and the other in a field. These
access issues and the condition of the pipe made
multiple methods of installation impossible.
After discussions with the RSM technical team it The surface water pipe requiring
was decided that the Sewertronics system Colus rehabilitation crossing the Derwent
recently added to its equipment range was going to be River.
the best method for curing the liner. This system cures
the liner with LED bulbs, meaning there is no risk of premature cure of the liner due to an
exothermic reaction from heat or any other external elements. The system itself is also incredibly
compact, meaning the tight access points would not be an issue. It was agreed that the liner would
be pre-impregnated with UV Vinylester Resin and delivered to site ready for installation. This
methodology takes away the inconvenience of having to create a large area on site to impregnate,
and mixing chemicals is taken to a factory operation as opposed to on site where it can add to health
and safety risks.
RSM impregnated the liner in a controlled environment ensuring no UV rays could penetrate the
liner during the impregnation process. It was then packed into a delivery box with UV protective
foil to eliminate any further risk.
On the day of installation the temperatures were around 30 oC with clear blue skies - without the
LED technology the install would have had to have been delayed as alternative methods would have
been too risky. The Colus team had prepared and cleaned the pipe, and erected a special UV
protective gazebo so that the liner could be protected from direct sunlight as soon as it was taken out
of the van.
The liner was inverted into place with the Sluice 300
(a double bladder shooter system). This allows any
length of liner from 100 mm to 300 mm diameter to be
inverted with positive pressure being held at all times.
When the liner was installed the Sewertronics system
was connected to the system and the single 800W LED
head was pulled from one end to the other to prepare
for curing.
Once the head was all the way to the end of the liner
the details were input into the control box for the
controlled cure to take place. The system has two
mechanically driven motors that pull the head back at
the correct speed for the liner to cure. Once the liner is
cured it can formulate a cure log, demonstrating that
the liner has been cured correctly.
The job was successfully completed. This new
technology is becoming increasingly widely used
across the CIPP industry and the ease of use makes the
prospect of difficult jobs much more approachable.
Website: www.rsm-web.com
Installing the UV CIPP liner. Inset: The control box.
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NEW SOLOPRO+ MINI-CAM SYSTEMS

M

ini-Cam recently announced the launch of two
new CCTV systems into the market, the
SOLOPro+30 and the SOLOPro+50
The SOLOPro+30 is a compact, portable, system,
designed and developed to provide an increased range
of inspection possibilities for hard to navigate and
awkward situations. The unique mini coiler and
miniature 30 mm diameter camera is perfect for small
diameter pipe inspections in hard to reach
applications.
The Miniature Axial Camera - CAM030, is expertly
engineered in stainless steel, the precision CAM030
offers maximum flexibility for use in small diameter
pipe applications. The generous 390 mm length, inbuilt springiness and four ultra-bright LED’s enables
unlimited adaptability for those hard to navigate,
awkward situations.
The SOLOPro+ Mini-Reel system features a unique
quick release spring clip to make removing and
attaching the mini coiler basket quick, easy and
secure.
The feature rich, Mini-Cam CCU210 Control Unit The SOLOPro+30 is a compact, portable
has an integral joystick for camera control, and an pipeline video inspection system. Inset:
ergonomic soft-touch keypad. User friendly multi- the CAM030 camera head.
function hot keys control an intuitive on-screen
display, to enable quick and accurate navigation of the numerous features, which all come as
standard on this brain of the SOLOPro+ Mini-Reel system.
Mini-Cam’s ‘Easy-Fit’ control until enables time saving set-up of the Mini-Reel system. No
special tools are required, simply lift the control until form the large coiler frame and re-position
onto the mini coiler frame ready to start your next inspection!
Further to this, the Mini-Cam’s SOLOPro+50 is a pipeline video inspection system which features
a robust and compact pan-rotate laser camera, engineered to perform accurate inspections in small
diameter pipes. Integrated dual aligned lasers and distance sensor enable pipe diameter and defect
measurement. New extra-flexible pushrod helps navigate tight bends and lateral entries.
Expertly engineered in stainless steel and aluminium, this robust camera offers maximum pan and
rotate flexibility for use in small diameter pipe applications from 60 mm diameter upwards. The
camera features an integral distance sensor and dual aligned visible lasers, to enable accurate pipe
diameter, defect and object measurement, directly from the SOLOPro+ control unit. The precision
camera lens and four ultra-bright LED’s guarantee clear, defined, quality inspection images.
SOLOPro+50 has all users need to inspect pipes, document findings, and create detailed reports
for on-site delivery. It captures detailed footage under tough conditions, and its interface offers
robust tools, including observation entry and reporting options, and accepts USB and SD media for
easy offload of data, video, images and reports.
SOLOPro+50 is WiFi enabled to allow remote access to
stored images and data. The SOLOPro+50 combines a
host of features that deliver an improved user
experience for efficient inspections and accurate
reporting.
Mini-Cam has developed a new extra flexible rod
specifically for use on the SOLOPro+ 50 system which
is semi-rigid with a tough outer sheath and available in
40, 60 and 100 metre lengths.
Both the SOLOPro+30, the SOLOPro+50 are quick
and simple to use, with just a 3-step menu selection,
users can instantly share PDF reports, images and
footage via email, or upload WinCan Reports to
WinCan Web for secure, immediate, team-wide access
online. All that is required to start sharing is a 3G or 4G
Wi-Fi connection. Users can create the hot-spot using
their smart phone. Website: www.minicam.co.uk
The Mini-Cam SOLOPro+50 pipeline video
inspection system. Inset: The CAM050 Camera Head
with LED lights.
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POWERFUL ANALYTICS TOOL IDENTIFIES PRIORITY GAS MAINS

A

dvanced data analytics is being used to
coordinate
wide-scale
iron
mains
replacement, driving efficiencies in the gas
sector. Probit’s director of analytics, Dr Tim
Watson explained how the company’s latest asset
investment planning software is supporting
Cadent’s strategic and tactical plans.
The quantity of work on gas pipelines from the
Health & Safety Executive mandate requiring UK
distributors to replace their iron mains by 2032 is
driving the implementation of technologies that
can help optimise and schedule programmes of
work. For the UK’s largest distributor, Cadent,
which manages a network of more than 131,000
km, that means renewal of around/approximately
1,700 km of iron mains annually.
The scale of the works means that robust
optimisation and scheduling of the pipe renewals Tim Watson, Head of Asset Modelling at
has the potential to drive major cost efficiencies Probit Consulting.
while still maintaining key performance targets,
such as; interruptions to supply, health and safety, and environmental targets. Probit Consulting’s
AIM – Asset Investment Manager – software, was selected in a competitive process for asset
investment planning (AIP) solutions that could be deployed at the scale Cadent required.
AIM deploys powerful analytical capability to interpret dynamic relationships and optimise
investment for specific operational requirements and performance targets over a given time horizon.
It has the capability to:

Measure the current health of assets and how they would perform over time

Identify which distribution mains to prioritise for renewal

Assess the relative benefit of each pipe renewal

Understand the likely cost

Coordinate the work so that it can be done in the most economical and timely way
Historically, such digital tools were not available and this kind of analysis would have been labour
intensive, using an array of spreadsheets and databases showing cost assessments and work
schedules. Further, the scale of Cadent’s asset base renders the problem intractable at asset level for
more traditional AIP and project portfolio tools, resulting in the need to aggregate assets into
cohorts or split the problem into many smaller ones. Both these approaches result in unnecessary
and inefficient data processing and suboptimal decisions.
Gas companies and other asset intensive utilities like Cadent have a large quantity of good quality
data about the age, size, materials, pressure and locations of pipes in the network and the AIM
platform is designed to take full advantage of this data and connect directly with many data sources
at asset level. These include business operations and asset management software, database
management systems, geographical information systems (GIS) and spreadsheets.
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An HSE mandate requires UK distributors to replace iron mains by 2032.
Image courtesy of Cadent.
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An example geospatial
programme of work.
being used for five purposes:







view

of

an

optimised

10-year

Where data is limited,
industry accepted models or
expert opinion are used and
stored in a templated model
library
in
AIM.
A
governance strategy is
adopted to identify work
required to improve the
data and related models
over time.
Cadent’s
Distribution
Mains Renewal plan is
focused on low, medium
and intermediate pressure
pipes of 2 to 48 in (50 to
1,220 mm) diameter in
local transmission systems
and the AIM platform is
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To assess the health of each pipe and predict how it will perform over time, including
how many failures it will have and how that will change with age, depending on
materials and other factors
To assess the consequences and cost of failure in terms of repairs, customer service
and community impact
To assess risk to the environment from release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere
To assess health and safety risk from gas potentially trapped in buildings – gas ignition
could cause explosion with risk of fatality and injury
To assess risk of interruption of customer supply and potential penalties

MODEL STRENGTH
The key strength of the model for this application is that it can assess one pipe against another and
indicate which should be renewed first. For example, the location of a given pipe might make it
more expensive to renew, but if it is failing more often, and its failure has a greater impact on
customers, the model can pick this up and show the greatest total benefit.
The model is programmed to ensure completion of the iron mains work by 2032, in accordance
with the regulatory mandate. In December 2019, Cadent submitted its distribution mains renewal
plan for RIIO-GD2, the gas distribution price control review that runs from April 2021 to March
2026.
The programme of works comprises three elements, the most significant of which is the HSEmandated renewal of all iron mains of 8 in (203 mm) diameter and below, situated within 30 m of a
building. These pipes comprise 93% of all renewal work.
The second major element of the plan is other mains that are above the safety threshold and
require renewal. This cohort mainly comprises ageing steel mains. The third lot are the cost benefit
assessment mains (CBAMs), which are not necessarily a safety risk but are failing and are cheaper
to renew than maintain.
Given that Cadent also wants to undertake the non-regulated safety work and the CBAM work, the
model can coordinate all three programmes together. Repairs necessarily carry on during
programmes of renewal and the order of works impacts on the total volume of repairs. Rigorous
analysis of the network and the schedule means the whole renewal programme can be delivered at
optimal efficiency according to best performance and cost and within the regulatory timeframe.
The development of a monetised risk-based methodology and framework has made it possible to
make consistent and robust comparisons between potential asset investments. The framework
identifies the potential impacts of decisions made on individual assets through assessment of risk,
consequence and financial cost of failure.
This means risk can be projected forward to determine whole-life cost of ownership. The effect of
intervention plans and the associated risk impact can also be assessed, enabling the comparison of
current and future risk with and without proactive investment.
The core of AIM is a powerful simulation and optimisation engine. Optimisation is performed
using the leading commercial mathematical optimiser and has been particularly chosen for largescale and sparse infrastructure problems. Combinations of drivers can be optimised including
budget, resource, risk, serviceability, asset performance, whole-life benefit and whole-life cost.
AIM can produce risk maps, graphical representations that link cause and effect. They can
integrate all the components required to make investment decisions and calculate intervention
benefits, such as the new failure rate following proactive replacement.
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The scenario builder within AIM enables the user to ask questions in an intuitive manner to assess
the trade-off between risk, service and cost. Typical questions might be:

If I do nothing, and just react, what will happen?

How much will it cost to maintain current performance?

What is the best level of service and least risk I can achieve with a limited budget?

If I want to maintain my network in the same condition what will it cost?

If I replace assets based on age what will it cost?
AIM has a built-in model equation editor that allows for any mathematical function, such as an
estimated deterioration relationship, to be input and stored. This helps produce statistical models
that represent asset performance and serviceability through time and other relationships such as
costs and benefits.
Equations may be as simple or complex as required and a full audit trail means they can be saved
in a model library and evolve over time as new data or expert opinion becomes available. Results
can be compared across simulations and optimisation scenarios; exported from within a scenario;
produced spatially, at asset level; and extracted from drilldowns into the data itself.
All scenario results can be exported from AIM at asset, or any aggregated level, to give short- and
long-term programmes of work, identifying cost-beneficial projects. This output is typically
imported into client GIS and business intelligence software for sense checking and validation.
Sam McGauley, RIIO-GD2 mains renewal investment lead at Cadent said: “The GD2 Distribution
Mains Renewal programme is a massive undertaking and the models generated by the AIM software
are already providing us with a level of detail on pipe condition and costs we have not had
previously. Building on the work we did with during the RIIO-GD1 price control, we have refined
the digital tools over the last two years to help with Cadent’s RIIO-GD2 submission. Once the
strategic plan is approved, I am looking forward to moving on to the tactical plan, where we use the
model to identify specific pipes, based on further analysis. By inputting additional data and running
models we expect to be able to be able to prioritise renewals. Once the model is finalised and the
plan submitted to Ofgem, we will follow up further questions the regulator may have before we get
the draft determination.”
At the time of writing, Ofgem was unable to say when the draft and final determinations for RIIOGD2 would be delivered. A spokesperson said COVID-19 is having an impact on the regulator’s
work and that of the industry and a review of all work is underway to ensure that protecting
consumers is the priority during the crisis. Website: www.probitconsulting.com
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REVOLUTIONISING SEWER INSPECTION

S

ewerAI, a startup that uses artificial intelligence and computer vision to inspect, identify and
analyse sewer infrastructure defects before they reach catastrophic levels, recently announced
that it has secured US$2 million in seed funding led by venture capital firms Builders VC and EPIC
Ventures.
SewerAI was established by sewer infrastructure inspection technology veterans to address the
massive problem of aging pipe infrastructure, with over 6 billion feet (1.8 billion metres) of sewer
pipe in just the U.S. alone, approximately 3 billion feet (0.9 billion metres) are in need of repair or
replacement. US municipalities spend approximately US$50 billion each year maintaining this
infrastructure, mainly using manual inspections, data delivered via physical disks, and desktopbased software. SewerAI harnesses the power of artificial intelligence and computer vision, along
with a cloud workflow platform to automatically detect pipeline defects, allowing sewer inspections
to be completed in a fraction of the time with increased accuracy.
“The cost to state and local communities to maintain and repair aging pipes, and the cost of system
failures are in the billions of dollars.” explained SewerAI CEO Matthew Rosenthal. “Utility
companies and engineering firms help to manage the problem of aging pipes by deploying robotic
cameras to identify defects, collecting tens of thousands of hours of video each day that are
manually reviewed and assessed in a painstaking and time consuming process. This inspection
process is typically slow, expensive, and inconsistent, not to mention subject to human error.”
Matt Rosenthal and Bill Gilmartin have separately been working in the industry for more than 10
years and have a unique combination of technical capability and real-world operational experience.
They have prior experience and seeing the problems for 10+ years and that is what led to this AI that
is solving real industry problems. SewerAI’s ground-breaking AI, cloud-based software AutoCode™
significantly enhances and accelerates these sewer infrastructure inspections.
“With our technology, sewer inspection crews in the field can now change their workflow to
survey significantly more feet of pipe per day.” continued Rosenthal. “Machine learning training
dataset consists of millions of feet of labelled video inspection data, all reviewed and validated by
our expert labelers. This training dataset grows every day, allowing SewerAI AutoCode to gain
intelligence with every foot of inspection processed through the SewerAI IMP. As the data comes
in, our clients save money, accelerate their work flows, and receive more accurate asset information
than ever before.”
This technological breakthrough is setting the stage for the wastewater industry to enter the 4th
technological revolution; creating an entirely new category of business in the process. Rosenthal
added: “The cost savings to utility companies and their customers that can be achieved with our
technology, coupled with the environmental and public health benefits resulting from a modernised
sewer infrastructure, are tremendously beneficial to our society.”
With over 860 billion gallons (3,200 billion litres) of raw sewage leaking into lakes, wetlands,
rivers and oceans, the dire environmental impact of a deteriorating sewer infrastructure makes the
need for accurate, fast, and cost-effective inspections all the more urgent.
Coupled with the SewerAI Inspection Management Platform® (IMP), a web-based tool that stores
the inspection data and enables users to stream inspection videos, view reports, and access data
analytics and predictive models for risk assessment, AutoCode™ empowers asset owners to move
from expensive reactive maintenance activities to more cost-effective proactive asset management
strategies. Website: www.sewerai.com
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GROUT FILLING OFFERS SIGNIFICANT OPTIONS

T

he Steve Vick International Contract Service (SVI) team recently
assisted gas distribution company SGN on a project to divert a gas
main across the Caledonian Canal near Loch Ness. The project required the
new gas reinforcement main to be laid under the Caledonian Canal at
Torvean, Inverness, Scotland. This project, due to the complexity of the
canal crossing, had been delayed while other options were explored.
In 2017, Highland Council had drawn up plans for a new section of road
with a new swing bridge crossing to be installed on the canal at Torvean,
Inverness. SGN Operations Team Manager Alex Torrance contacted the The SGN & SVI
Highland Council and it was agreed that SGN could install a new gas main Team Onsite at the
across the canal when it was drained for the new swing bridge installation. Caledonian Canal.
The canal was dammed and drained in early 2020 and the new gas main Photo taken 11
was laid through the drained section, positioned in a sleeve under the soon February, 2020.
to be constructed swing bridge.
Once the new main was in place the SVI Contract Service team provided grout filling operations
to fill the annular space between the new, one hundred metre, 450 mm diameter PE sleeve and the
new 250 mm PE gas main. The grouting enabled the void between the two pipes to be filled so that,
when the weight of the earth and water from the canal was re-instated, the newly inserted gas main
was protected from the risk of damage and the unnecessary ingress of extraneous matter or animals.
The SVI Contract Service team carefully calculated the quantity of grout required and a total of
9 m3 was used. The grout filling operation took just five hours to complete. SGN Operations Team
Manager Alex Torrance commented: “We were delighted with the work SVI carried out for us on
this project. The gravity-fed grout offered a safe, fast and cost-effective solution to filling the
annular space and will help prevent damage to the newly installed gas main in the future.”
SVI have a rich history of working on a variety of grouting projects, predominantly on sites where
abandoned mains have been inserted with PE pipe and the annular space requires filling. This
prevents the need to remove the old abandoned main and utilise the existing asset. By filling the
annular space this helps prevent surface slump and damage occurring to the newly inserted pipe in
the future. The grout filling operation is a low dig, versatile technique requiring only two points of
access to the main, to fill and vent the cementitious gout. Long sections of main can be filled using
this technique, up to 500 m.
Recently, as part of the major Highways England scheme to improve the A14 between Cambridge
and Huntingdon, the SVI Contract Service team provided grout filling operations to fill the annular
space between the concrete sleeve and the new gas main which ran under a busy dual carriageway.
SVI have also completed a number of railway projects such as the A2 railway crossing in Dartford
where grout was used to fill the annular space in a 120 m long length of pipe. Website:
www.stevevick.com
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SMART TECHNOLOGY TO
BRING THE ESSENTIALS FOR
LIFE TO EVERYONE
TORO and
American Augers Directional Drills
Tooling & Drill Rods
MTS Microtunnelling systems

Perforator Auger Boring Equipment
Drilling Fluids
Recycling & Mixing Systems
Digital Location Equipment

Official partner offering sales,
Support, training and consultancy
Services across the UK and Eire
for Brawoliner,
MC Building Chemicals,
Picote, Härke, Osscad,
Spray liner and Multi-Kit™.

McElroy Manufacturing is the
leading manufacturer of
polyethylene pipe fusion
equipment and provider of
customer-driven solutions to
PE engineers and contractors
worldwide.

Akkerman develops,
manufactures and supports
quality pipe jacking, tunnelling,
microtunnelling and guided
boring equipment for the
accurate installation of
underground infrastructure for
an extensive range of
diameters and geology.
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PIPE CLEANING MACHINES FROM GI INDUSTRIES

T

he TCM-5000 pipe cleaning machine from GI
Industries is designed to clear lines from ½ to
24 in (13 to 610 mm) diameter.
“It is so versatile, it can do anything from
cleaning a sewage line to grinding a pipe out to get
it ready for relining or reinstating.” GI Industries
General Manager Brian Good said of the portable
66 lb (30 kg) cleaning machine. “It can go through
straight pipe, curves, 90o bends, it does not make a
difference.”
The foot-activated system includes a ﬂexible
steel shaft cable encased in protective nylon for
cleaning up to 150 ft (46 m) of pipe. A three-way
switch controls machine rotation: forward for
drilling, reverse for polishing and neutral for air/
water ﬂushing. Air and water fittings enable the
machine to be connected to a compressor or a
waterline. “That is one reason why all the
plumbers and maintenance guys love it.” Good
said. “The major advantage is ﬂushing with air and
water at the same time the cable is spinning. That
keeps your drill head or your cutting head cool, so
you do not dull the blade. It also dislodges the
material and pushes it either forward or back, so
you have a better cutting apparatus and cleaning of
the pipe.”
A 0.75 hp, twin belt driven, high-torque electric
motor spins the drill or brush head at variable One of the TCM range pipe cleaning
speeds from 0 to 1,750 rpm. The machine’s slower machine from GI Industries.
speeds are best for drilling and removing debris,
while higher speeds are best for polishing surfaces in preparation for relining or reinstating laterals.
A soft-start circuit reduces operator fatigue and machine wear while providing the operator more
control of the system.
The contractor’s Merlin Package 5001 includes:

TCM 5000 Merlin Machine x 1

GFCI Plug x 1

FS 501 Flexible Shaft 100 ft (30 m) x 1

FS 550 Flexible Shaft 50 feet (15 m) x 1

FS 500R Flexible Shaft Tool Kit x 1

PC 003 3 in (75 mm) Finger Root Cutter x 1

PE 100 Picote Tool Adapter x 1

DTC 600 General Tool Adapter x 1

PC 004 4 in (100 mm) Re-Instater x 1

PDB 400S 4 in (100 mm) Pipe Brush 40 Grit x 1
“When an operator steps on the foot pedal, instead of the machine going to the speed they want
right away, which puts a lot of strain on the motor, the soft start gives the operator a chance to react
if the cutting head is hung up, and it
gives the machine a chance to come
up to speed without doing any
damage to the components.”
The field-repairable system also
has a welded steel cabinet and
weight-saving aluminium cover. It
can be used in harsh environments,
including extreme heat and cold,
and requires minimal maintenance:
an occasional spray of lightweight
oil down the throat of the driveshaft
helps keep seals moist. Website:
www.giindustries.eu
A GI Industries pipe cleaner in
action on a plumbing job.
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Trenchless Group offers expert,
cost-effective No-Dig solutions from
contracting services to hire and sales
on a wide variety of
trenchless equipment across
the UK and Ireland.

Steve Vick International
designs and manufactures
products for the trenchless
renovation and decommission
of pipes worldwide. Products
include Pipe Coil Trailers, Pipe
Handlers and Pipe Cutting
Equipment.

In-house developer and
manufacturer of lateral
cutters, high-speed drain
cleaning equipment, pipe
coating systems, collapsed
liner removal, root and
scale removal tools.

RSM Lining Supplies offers
CIPP lining systems, materials and
ancillary equipment as well as
expert lining consultancy services
worldwide.

Flexible sliplining solution for the
trenchless rehabilitation
of pressure pipes.

Mammoth-MTS are sister
companies providing market leading
solutions for your Trenchless and
Suction Equipment Requirements.
Mammoth provides trenchless
installation and related equipment
for the safe installation or
replacement of buried pipes, ducts
and cables, whilst MTS
manufactures a market leading range
of suction excavation equipment.
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TRENCHLESS BUZZ PODCAST BY UKSTT
UKSTT is pleased to announce the broadcast of its first ever podcast. Hosted
by the Society Chair, Dawn Greig and co-hosted by the Business Development
Manager Lynn Maclachlan, Dawn and Lynn take a look back at how the Society
has been affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, what the UKSTT has been doing to
support its members, and offering an insight into future events both online and in
person.
The podcast can be found on most major channels including Spotify, ITunes &
Audible. The organisation is already planning our next one which will be
available very soon.
To download the podcast please follow this link https://www.buzzsprout.com/1252505/4795538
TRENCHLESS TEA BREAK - WITH PETER HENLEY, WRc PLC
On 13 August 2020 UKSTT was pleased to host a webinar presented by Peter Henley,
Pollution and Flooding Area Lead at WRc that provided a first viewing of the updated
Drain & Sewer Cleaning Manual.
WRc first published a Sewer Jetting Code of Practice in 1997 which was updated in
2005, and have now sought the assistance of the industry to draft a new
edition, working in collaboration with the National Association of Drainage Contractors
to create the updated version.
Aimed to provide a one stop point of reference for NADC members and the industry,
WRc worked closely with the NADC technical committee to develop several new
sections to provide more information. It covers blockage clearance and planned sewer
cleaning.
The live webinar finished with a question and answer session moderated by Norman
Howell, Norman Howell Associates. The webinar was recorded and will be published on
the
UKSTT
YouTube
channel
shortly
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCYa6i59tQvSublpD1N6s-sQ
The Trenchless Tea Break webinar series is a joint venture with Westrade Group Ltd, continuing to work together to support
our industry. For further information please contact Alice Nolan anolan@westrade.co.uk
or Lynn Maclachlan
admin@ukstt.org.uk
‘MINI’ MASTERCLASS
The Mini Masterclass Series was introduced in April 2020 to promote awareness in trenchless technology and offer training to
as many people as possible during a time when we are unable to run our usual biannual events in person.
The mini masterclasses are delivered via the UKSTT’s Zoom webinar platform and last approximately 1 hour with time
afterwards for a Q & A session with the presenters.
The first ‘Mini Masterclass – Sewer Rehabilitation’ was very well attended and plans are currently being finalised for the next
one on ‘Underground Utility & Mapping’. A date and link to register will be issued shortly, however if you would like
notification when registration is open please email Lynn: admin@ukstt.org.uk
UKSTT TECHNICAL ENQUIRY SERVICE
Have you ever considered using trenchless techniques within your project but not sure if they would be suitable?
The UKSTT website has a dedicated link for visitors to raise any technical enquiries they may have concerning trenchless
technology and whether it may be applicable to any specific project: https://www.ukstt.org.uk/technical-enquiry/.
UKSTT has a team dedicated to answering the enquiries submitted and if further assistance is required, whether it be needing a
team to complete a project or a company who manufactures or supplies a product or equipment, then we have an extensive list of
Corporate members only too happy to help.
For all your trenchless solutions and latest news visit the UKSTT website: https://www.ukstt.org.uk/
UKSTT AWARDS 2021
The UKSTT Awards are the premier opportunity to showcase your achievements in trenchless projects and innovative products
and technologies. Winners of these prestigious Awards will be announced, and the Awards presented, at the UKSTT Gala
Awards Dinner held in conjunction with No-Dig Live in Peterborough on 16 March 2021.
If you have an interesting trenchless project or have developed innovative solutions for use in trenchless works, entering for the
USKTT Awards provides the opportunity to show the industry and its customers what you have achieved.
Entries do not have to be a UKSTT member, entry is free and open to all. Project entries may be in the UK or Ireland, or
overseas if undertaken by a UK company. International companies may enter their UK or Irish projects.
There are eight (8) Award categories. Seven (7) are judged by a panel of independent experts with significant experience and
knowledge of the industry. The remaining category, the very special Young Professional Award, is judged by the UKSTT Chair.
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This Award is open to young professionals from any part of the
industry and it is a great pleasure to see the quality, ingenuity and
enthusiasm of the candidates for this Award – they are the future of
our industry. For more details see below.
The Award categories are:

Young Professional

Innovative Product

New Installation Project – Energy & Communications
Sector

New Installation Project – Water & Wastewater Sector

Renovation Project – Energy & Communications Sector

Renovation Project - Water & Wastewater Sector

Environmental

Application of Digital Technology
UKSTT welcomes entries in all the categories but would like to encourage more entries into the newly introduced Energy &
Communication and Application of Digital Technology categories. Entering an award is free and may be submitted online at any
time until the closing date of 18 November 2020. Be in it to win it!
More information about the Awards, and how to enter, can be found at: https://www.ukstt.org.uk/ukstt-awards/
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL AWARD
Who will receive the Chairman’s award for ‘Young Professional’ at the
UKSTT Ceremony in March next year? Will this be you?
Every year, the UKSTT presents the winner of the ‘Young Professional’
category with a £2,000.00 bursary to help fund their travel and
accommodation to any part of the world, allowing them to undertake
further research into their chosen area of Trenchless Technology.
The Society recognises the need to encourage the work that young
professionals are bringing to the industry and are keen to recognise this at
the awards ceremony.
Young Professionals (<30 years) are asked to submit a 1,500 word entry
that best demonstrates their contribution to the field of Trenchless
Technology. UKSTT will be looking for evidence of an understanding of
Trenchless Technology, the individual’s contribution made, the quality of
the submission and the candidate’s vision for the future of Trenchless
Technology.
Deadline date for entries to be received is Wednesday 18 November 2020. An application form and judging criteria can be
found on the website https://www.ukstt.org.uk/ukstt-awards/
WEBINAR FACILITY – MEMBERSHIP BENEFIT
A new initiative, incorporated at the beginning of the year, was the
inclusion of a corporate membership benefit that provided members
with the free use of the Society’s webinar platform for free! The
member webinars are designed to promote the product and services
of our members and UKSTT will assist with the set up and
promotion every step of the way to help make each webinar a
success. For more information email Lynn admin@ukstt.org.uk or
call 01926 513773. Details of the webinar offer include:
UKSTT Trenchless Webinar Series

Available to Corporate members

Free of Charge

Suggested timings, between 30 to 45 minutes allowing between 10 to 15 minutes for Q & A
Member Commitment

Topic

Synopsis: Highlighting the purpose of the webinar including the content that will be discussed

Selection of dates and times

Presenter(s) information

Own promotion of Webinar with the link for the invitee to register their attendance
UKSTT Commitment

Provide the platform for the webinar

Schedule the webinar and provide the link to the member

Promotion via the website, email, newsletter and social media

Record the webinar and make available for everyone to view on the UKSTT YouTube Channel and the webinar
archive page on the society’s website
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SVI PROVIDES EFFECTIVE SOLUTION FOR CANADIAN NUCLEAR POWER STATION
A Canadian Nuclear power station engaged with Steve Vick
International (SVI) to design and supply an effective method for sealing
and decommissioning an active pipeline. Historically, this type of
operation could only be carried out during scheduled reactor shut downs.
The devised SVI solution allowed for the operation to take place while
the reactor, and therefore, the pipeline was still active and in use.
The solution was to use a combination of SVI techniques for pipeline
decommissioning. Entry to the live pipe was achieved using lightweight,
small and easy to use hot-tapping saddles and ‘Under Pressure Drill’.
The internal flow-stopping or sealing operation was achieved by
introducing an SVI Foambag into the pipe via the new hot-tapping
saddle connection. This method ensured that the operation could be
carried out without any containment breaches.
The SVI FOAMBAG™ technique was initially developed over 30 years
ago for the gas distribution industry. It was found to be far superior to air bag flow-stopping methods for a number of reasons,
introduction into a pipe could be carried out in live situations, the sealant used in the Foambag was excellent at encapsulat ing any
loose debris or contamination within the pipe and the Foambag adheres to the internal wall of the pipe.
The combination of all of these advantages ensures that a Foambag can seal inside pipes even when there is a relatively high
level of pipe degradation or loose contaminates and debris.
The Foambag system meets the UK gas industry technical standard T/SP/E/59 and has become a trusted method of flowstopping sections of live gas mains. The system has been further developed for use within the nuclear and off-shore oil
decommissioning sectors. Successful deployment of SVI systems has been carried out at various sites including Sellafield and the
Dunlin Alfa off-shore oil platform.
The technique is suitable for non-standard diameters, materials and shapes and can be used on tapers and bends as well as on
vertical pipe.
A technician at the power station said: “Your FOAMBAG™ solution was so effective and easy to deploy it was amazing, I
actually have not one negative thing to say about it. The product was as promised and worked as described and allowed us to
abandon the pipeline without the need to shut the reactor which saved us a large amount of additional work.”
BRITON FERRY CULVERT CLEANING
Drainforce was tasked by client Dyer & Butler with cleaning a 2 m diameter culvert over 40 m long
which was fully 50% full of silt located at Briton Ferry and situated under National Rail Tracks. The culvert
shown in the above diagram ran directly under Network Rail Tracks.
To allow access, Drainforce arranged access on the upside and the down side of the culvert. This allowed
use of its recycler enabling it to get within 70 m of the culvert so the recycler could be used to assist with
the suction and sucking up of debris. Off-road jetting reels were used to position pumps. Dams were set up
to allow the system to be over pumped. Once the water levels were dropped jetting was completed. Over 8
tonnes per day were removed with the Kaiser Whale recyclers. All waste was disposed of in the company’s
Welsh Assembly funded recycling bay which resulted in zero waste to land fill.
Once the cleaning was completed a CCTV inspection was carried out on the full length of the culvert
using Drainforce’s raft system.
INSTALLING A NEW CSO
Northumbrian Water/Esh Group had an unscreened CSO in Johnson Street that required all spill
flows up to a 5-year storm return period event to be screened to meet the new EA consent. Two
mechanical screens were required to be installed on a new CSO chamber. The new CSO overflow
pipe will be connected back to the existing CSO overflow in Johnson Street. This required the
construction of a 6 m diameter segmental drive shaft, 7 m deep from the existing ground level.
Also required was a 10.5 m diameter shaft some 9 m deep from ground level which acted as the
reception pit for the187 m long, 1,800 mm diameter pipe jack, which would then becoming the new
CSO (Combined Storm Overflow) which will have mechanical screens fitted by the client to meet
the required EA consent.
A 5 m diameter segmental shaft some 8.5 m deep from ground level will then become the reception shaft for the 1,800 mm
diameter pipe jack in Johnson street which will be constructed under a full road closure. This shaft will then be turned into
diversion manhole allowing flows to re-enter the system and onto the overflow. The 1,800 mm diameter pipe jack then runs
approximately 70 m from the 6 m drive shaft to 5 m reception shaft in Johnson street. On competition of the £1.3 million
tunnelling works, undertaken by Active Tunnelling, the 6 m shaft will then become a manhole.
SANIVAR GOES THE EXTRA MILE
Since winning the UKSTT Environmental Award in 2019 for a collaborative project on behalf of South West Water, Sanivar’s
presence in the pipe lining sector has gone from strength to strength with a healthy pipeline of opportunities including a large
diameter refurbishment in Jersey and successful projects delivered for several leading UK WASCs including Anglian Water and
Yorkshire Water.
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Much of this activity has been focused on our unique pull through liner SaniTube which is proving to
be a ‘go to’ solution for rising main repairs particularly where access or service interruptions are critical
factors as was the case on a project delivered by PSS at Stansfield for Anglian Water.
The project involved the restoration of a 100 mm diameter rising main, part of which was installed
under a bridge crossing, adjacent to a pumping station. The existing PVC rising main suffered a history
of bursts, and a recent leak had caused effluence to leak through the bridge decking and into a
neighbouring water course.
Without refurbishment, the PVC pipe posed a significant risk of pollution to the water course and
adjacent amenity assets, in an area popular with walkers, Anglian Water sought a ‘no dig’ solution to
minimise customer disruption and to avoid the prohibitive costs of accessing and replacing the main
through traditional civil works.
Tim Farley
SaniTube provided the only practical solution for this complex project due to :

Flexibility – provided by the liner’s ultra-thin wall construction

Durability – through a pressure rating in excess of 10 bar

Efficiency – rapid installation enabled by lack of curing or wetting-out processes

Adaptability – being able to accommodate various pipe conditions

Sanivar’s commitment to collaborative working and on-site support
In addition to the growing portfolio of work in wastewater Sanivar is now at an advanced stage of testing to achieve Regulation
31 approval and extend its operations into potable water applications. This coincides with the successful completion of a major
clean water project in Wellington, New Zealand where parallel 150 mm diameter mains were refurbished setting a new record for
for installation length at 1.8 km in a single pull. The mains were refurbished and returned to service within a single working day
and all in the middle of Lock Down with logistical challenges over quarantine and safe working that included shipping the liner
and installation teams out to New Zealand on a returning repatriation flight under permission from the New Zealand Government.
The migration of Sanivar into potable water means that the company is looking to expand its UK presence through distributors
and in particular wastewater contractors and would be very interested in working with UKSTT members to jointly develop sector
wide opportunities. Projects would be fully evaluated by Sanivar in advance of supply and installations could be supported where
necessary by its in house installation advisors. Any member organisations wanting to discuss potential involvement in this
exciting collaboration should initially contact Tim Farley to discuss.
STERI-KLENZE FOR MUS
Morrison Utility Services recently took delivery of its brand-new STORM disinfection
system. MUS is committed to protecting its employees with the best and most innovative
equipment available, coupled with the OXYL-PRO disinfectant, it makes a formidable team
ensuring the safest possible environment for employees.
The STORM unit is a fully self-contained Plug and Play system with no trailing cables or
wires, ready to use at a moment’s notice. OXYL-PRO disinfectant, is the one product for Hands/Offices and Vehicles, no other
disinfectant product is required.
UPCOMING COURSES FROM TRACTO‐TECHNIK UK
The construction sector is bouncing back and one sure sign of this
is the resumption of industry training courses. The message from
trenchless technology equipment specialist, TRACTO‐TECHNIK
UK, is clear; when you are ready to train; we are ready to train you.
Indeed such is the appetite to attend the company’s face to face
training courses that the first course announced since the
introduction of lockdown measures sold out immediately.
Training safely has always been a priority at TRACTO‐
TECHNIK UK, but now even more so. At each of our training 3
centres delegates will be met safely by our trainers and we have
developed a one‐way system in and out of our premises. To ensure
we comply with social distancing we have laid all our courses out to
abide by 2 m distance and we have reduced class sizes. Sealed
refreshments and bottled water will now be provided enabling
delegates to avoid using previous communal areas. We have wall and floor signs and have devised all practical works to be
carried out safely.
We review our prepared company‐wide Corona risk assessment on a weekly basis and will be retaining the 2 m
recommendation for the foreseeable future.
TRACTO-TECHNIK UK offers GRUNDOMAT (Moling), GRUNDOWINCH (Twin Capstan Winches) and
GRUNDOBURST (Bursting) Operator training as well as the popular ‘Introduction to Horizontal Directional Drilling’ training.
All these courses are accredited with EUSR and are certificated by TRACTO-TECHNIK UK for 3 years.
As well as training larger groups TRACTO-TECHNIK UK offers open courses for customers who may only require a few
delegates to be trained. This includes a regular GRUNDOMAT (Moling) course every third Friday in Bedford; the next two
being the 21st August and the 18th of September.
Our brand new Scottish training centre in Kirkcaldy now offers a GRUNDOWINCH (Twin Capstan Winches) Open course
every last Friday of every month, the next available dates being 28th August or the 25th September. Email: training@tt‐uk.com
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
2020

September 8-10
ECWATECH/No-Dig Moscow - Moscow, Russia.
Details from: www.ecwatech.ru/en-gb.html

June 16
Trenchless Romania - Bucharest, Romania.
Details from: http://trenchless-romania.com/

September 11-17 (CANCELLED - SEE WEBSITE FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION)
World Tunnel Congress (WTC) 2020 - Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.
Details from: www.wtc2020.my

June 30 - July 1
Trenchless Asia 2021 - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Details from: www.trenchlessasia.com

September 15-17
No-Dig Live 2020 Digital Conference - Online
Deatails from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
September 21 -23
Plastic Pipes XX - Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Details from: eva@evacon.hu
September 26-28 (NEW DATE)
China International Trenchless Technology Conference Qingdao City, China.
Details from: www.cstt.org.cn/Yhome/Index/index.html

October 5-8
No-Dig Down Under - Sydney, Australia
Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com
October 13-14
8th NSTT No-Dig Event - Nijkerk, The Netherlands.
Details from: www.no-dig-event.com
November 16-18
No-Dig Panama 2021 - Panama
Details from: www.nodigpanama.com

2022

October 19-21
No-Dig North 2020 - Vancouver, Canada.
Details from: www.nodignorth.ca

May 30-June 3
IFAT 2022 - Munich, Germany.
Details from: https://www.ifat.de/en

November 9-11
Cutting Edge Conference - Dallas, USA
Details from: www.ucaofsmecuttingedge.com

June 17-24
North American Tunneling Conference (NAT) 2022
Philadelphia, USA.
Details from: http://natconference.com/

November 17-18
Trenchless Asia 2020 featuring the ISTT International
No-Dig - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Details from: www.trenchlessasia.com
November 24-27
bauma China - Shanghai, China
Details from: www.bauma-china.com

-

October 3-5
No-Dig Helsinki 2022 - Helsinki, Finland
Details from: www.nodighelsinki.com
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would
like to add it to this listing please forward details to:
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk

2021

March 23-25
No-Dig Live 2021 - Peterborough, UK.
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
Includes on 16 September the UKSTT Gala Dinner and
Awards ceremony 2020
March 24
1st European No-Dig Conference - Peterborough, UK.
In conjunction with No-Dig Live 2021
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
April 19-25
RO-KA-TECH 2021 - Kessel, Germany.
Details from: www.vdrk.de
May 5
No-Dig Roadshow 2021– Glasgow, Scotland.
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk/glasgow-roadshow-2021
May 31-June 1
Trenchless Middle East 2021 - Dubai, UAE.
Details from: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com
June 13-16
RETC - Las Vegas, USA.
Details from: www.retc.org
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